
Kids’ parties
Celebrate your little one’s birthday or special occasion by gathering friends 

and family in one of our private rooms where you can play games 
and feast on one of our splendid party packages.

The birthday girl or boy and their guests will love stepping through the retro 
SMEG fridge door and clambering up the hidden black and white staircase 
into Heavens Above. There they will find three private rooms, The Drawing

Room, The Library and The Study, all ideal for children’s parties.

You’re very welcome to bring your own decorations and theme the room
to create your perfect party atmosphere.

19 South Street, Milnathort, KY13 9XA
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Little Lunchbox - £3.95 per person

Each child receives a fun lunchbox filled with:

A sandwich of their choice; Fresh fruit pot;

Mini raisins; A carton of apple or orange juice

Mini Feast - £6.50 per person
A delicious buffet laid out for all to help themselves to:
A variety of freshly made sandwiches; Bite-sized savoury bites
(chicken goujons, spring rolls & sausage rolls); Bowls of crisps;
Crudités platter with carrot sticks, cucumber sticks & breadsticks
with a houmous dipping pot; Mini bottles of orange & blackcurrant squash 

Willy Wonka - £7.50 per person

Our famous children’s afternoon tea served on a mini picnic bench with:

A sandwich of your choice; Little chocolate fondue with

marshmallows to dip; Fresh fruit pots; Pot of popcorn;,

Fizzy classic sweets; Mini chocolate, banana,

strawberry or vanilla milkshake

Optional
 extras

Mini milkshakes - £1.50 each

Cartons of juice - £0.80 each

Mini mocktails - £1.50 each

Bitesize tray bakes - £1.50pp

Birthday cupcakes - £2.50 per cup cake

Chocolate heaven fondue,

with marshmallows,

donuts & fruit to dunk - £2.50

Booking information

To enquire or make a booking:

01577 865577
eat@heavenscentcoffeeshop.co.uk

or
Pop in for a tour

of Heavens Above and
to discuss your party

with one of our friendly staff


